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We present a new model to simulate networks of sexual interactions, based on a bipartite system of two differ-
ent types of moving particles (agents) whose dynamics is realized by an event-driven algorithm of collisions at
which energy is gained as opposed to granular systems which have dissipation. Our model reproduces empirical
data from networks of sexual interactions, which have not been obtained from other approaches, e.g. when using
static graphs. Moreover, we also propose an explaination for the controverse discrepancies between male and
female data.
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The structure of empirical networks of human sexual con-
tacts has been studied in sociological sciences over the last
two decades[1], and more recently[2–4] tools from statisti-
cal physics have contributed to uncover typical features of the
way sexual partners are distributed in communities and to un-
derstand the spreading of sexually transmitted infections[5].
For instance, the topological features of sexual partners distri-
butions help to explain why persons can have the same num-
ber of sexual partners and yet being at distinct risk levels of
contracting HIV[6, 7].

Sexual contact networks are particular cases of social
networks[8], where connections link those persons (agents)
which are sexual partners to each other. Typically the dis-
tribution �����	� of the number � of sexual partners has two
distinct regions[2, 9, 10]: the tail of the distribution, which
is well fitted by a power law ���
���������� and another re-
gion, comprehending the small- � values, where ���
��� varies
slowly with � , deviating from the power-law. We call this lat-
ter region, the small- � region. The size of this small- � region
also increases in time, yielding rather different distributions
when considering the number of partners either during a one
year period or during the entire life. Some efforts to model
these networks of sexual interactions have been made using
graphs, i.e. imposing ad-hoc probabilistic rules of preferential
attachment[4], combination of preferential attachment with
discriminative links[3] or weighted functions[11]. However,
while the power-law tail is obtained with these approaches,
the small- � region, which comprehends at least half of the
network, is in general not taken into account and the different
distribution shapes for different time spans remains to be ex-
plained. Moreover, the best scale-free graphs to fit real data
have topological features, such as the number of closed paths
(loops) and of tree-like substructures[12], which are not ob-
served in real sexual networks[13].

In this letter we propose a model that not only reproduces
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FIG. 1: Snapshots of the growing network of collisions in a low-
density gas with ����� �!� , for (a) "#�$�&% �(')� , (b) "#�*�&%+�-,.� ,
(c) "/�0�&% 1(,.� . Filled and empty circles represent the two sex-
ual genders and larger symbols emphasize those which belong to the
network (linked agents). (d) Network obtained with our agent model,
(e) from empirical data of sexual contacts[13] and (f) with scale-free
graphs.

the time evolution of both the scale-free tail and the small- �
region, but also retains other topological features observed in
real networks. Instead of the present approaches, where one
considers nodes and imposes connection rules which depend
on global information, we use mobile agents (persons) in two
dimensions and observe the collisions between them. The col-
lisions representing sexual contacts are governed by dynami-
cal rules based on sociological knowledge about human sex-
ual behavior[14]. The basic ingredients of the model are an
increase of velocity when collisions produce sexual contacts,
two genders for the agents (male and female) and a stochastic
parameter which controls the probability for sexual contacts
between sexually initiated agents and non-initiated ones.

With these ingredients the model reproduces empirical data
sets of sexual networks obtained from surveys, where only in-
formation about the number of sexual partners of each person
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is available, as well as from contact tracing studies, where the
entire sexual contact network is known. As we will see, only
in particular cases, the distribution of sexual partners mimics
the scale-free distributions observed in static graphs[12].

Our model is a sort of granular gas[15], where � particles
with small diameter � represent agents randomly distributed in
a two-dimensional system of linear size ����� ��� , with low
density �
	��������������� . The system has periodic boundary
conditions and is initialized as follows: all agents have a ran-
domly chosen gender, position and moving direction with the
same velocity modulus ������ � . We mark one agent from which
the network will be constructed. When the marked agent col-
lides for the first time with another one of the opposite gender,
the corresponding collision is taken as the first connection of
our network and its colliding partner is marked as the sec-
ond agent of the network (Fig. 1a). Through time, more and
more collisions occur, increasing the size � of the network
(Fig. 1b and 1c) till eventually all the agents composing the
system are connected. The network obtained with this new
approach (Fig. 1d) yields a topology similar to real sexual net-
works (Fig. 1e), with a number of tree-like substructures and
closed paths, which is different from the scale-free networks
(Fig. 1f) that have been used to fit the real data.

Collisions between two agents take place whenever their
distance is equal to their diameter and the collision process is
based on an event-driven algorithm, i.e. the simulation pro-
gresses by means of a time ordered sequence of collision
events and between collisions each agent follows a ballistic
trajectory[16]. Since sexual interactions rely on the socio-
logical observation[14] that individuals with a larger number
of partners are more likely to get new partners, we choose a
collision rule where the velocity of each agent increases with
the number � of sexual partners. The larger the velocity one
agent has the more likely it is to collide. Moreover, contrary
to collision interactions where velocity direction is completely
deterministic[17], here the moving directions after collisions
are randomly selected, since in general, sexual interactions do
not determine the direction towards which each agent will be
moving afterwards. Therefore, momentum is not conserved.

Regarding these observations our collision rule for sexual
interactions reads

�� �����
��	$��� ��"! ����#� �%$ �&� ��')( (1)

where ��� is the total number of sexual partners of agent $ , ex-
ponent * is a real positive parameter, �' 	$�+�,�-�.+/021 ! �,43507698:1 �
with 1 a random angle and �,#- and �,43 are unit vectors. Col-
lisions which do not correspond to sexual interactions only
change the direction of motion.

Collisions corresponding to sexual interactions, i.e. with a
velocity update as in Eq. (1), are the only ones which produce
links, and occur in two possible situations: (i) between two
agents which already belong to the network, i.e. between two
sexually initiated agents and (ii) when one of such agents finds
a non-connected (sexually non-initiated) agent. Note that we
do not take into account sexual interactions between two non-
connected agents, and therefore our network is connected.

When interactions of type (i) and (ii) occur, both the distri-
bution tail and the small- � region are observed, as shown by
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FIG. 2: (a) Cummulative distribution ;=<?>A@CB�DE of the number D of
partners among agents, when considering type-(i) and -(ii) interac-
tions (see text) for "�� �-��F (circles), " � � ��G (squares), "�� ,IH �-��G
(diamonds) and " � �-�4J (triangles). For the same parameter values
(b) shows a pure scale-free distribution, obtained when only type-(ii)
interactions form links. The solid line indicates the slope K�ML of
the scale-free distribution. Here N � � and �$�OL('.�PH
L(')� .

the cumulative distribution �RQ?S4T ����� in Fig. 2a. Here, we use
a system of �U	WVX�Y
Z[V�X\Y with �]	MY ^ Y�X , *O	_� and distri-
butions are plotted for different stages of the network growth,
namely �O	`��Y\a , �b	`��Y�c , �O	_d"ZO�&Y�c and �b	`��Y\e �_� .
As one sees, the exponent of the power-law tail and the tran-
sition between the tail and the small- � region increase during
the growth process. These features appear due to the fact that
at later stages most of the collisions occur between already
connected agents. Consequently, the average number of part-
ners increases also.

If one considers only type-(ii) sexual contacts, the sys-
tem reproduces a stationary scale-free network, as shown in
Fig. 2b. In this case the average number of partners, defined
as[18] f
� gh	 ��T �9i �kj[lW�(�m���kjnloX&� with ��T �9i the minimum
number of partners, is always X ( �T �9i 	p� and jq	rV ).
As we show below, while empirical data of sexual contacts
over large periods have distributions like the ones for regime
(i)+(ii), data for shorter periods ( �)l��&Y years) are scale-free
(only (ii)).

With our model one can easily interpolate between both in-
teraction regimes, (i)+(ii) and (ii), by introducing a parameters of ‘selectivity’, defined as the probability that sexual initi-
ated agents in case of collision with another initiated agent,
have no sexual contact. For s 	�Y one obtains the two regions
illustrated in Fig. 2a, while for s 	�� one obtains the pure
scale-free topology illustrated in Fig. 2b. In Fig. 3a, we show
the crossover between these two regimes. The shape of the
cumulative distributions is also sensible to the exponent * in
the update velocity rule, Eq. (1), as shown in Fig. 3b.

By properly choosing the parameter values in our model,
one can reproduce real data distributions. In Fig. 4 the cu-
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FIG. 3: Cumulative distributions, when varying (a) a parameter � of
selectivity which interpolates between Figs.2a and 2b (see text) forN � � and (b) the exponent N in the update velocity rule, Eq. (1),
for � � � . Here the same stage of growth is considered, namely"�� ,hH �-�&G � �&% ,)� .

mulative distributions of a real contact network[2] are shown
for females (circles) and males (triangles) separately, based on
empirical data from X � �&Y persons in a Swedish survey of sex-
ual behavior. Solid lines indicate the simulated distributions,
after choosing randomly X � ��Y agents from the network, half
’males’ and half ’females’, which mimics the interview pro-
cess of the Swedish survey on a mesh of � 	_�&Ye agents. The
curves simulated with our model in Fig. 4a were taken at dif-
ferent stages of the network growth ( �[	WYI^ �4X�� for males and
�M	qYI^����#� for females) and mimics the possibility to have
interviewed persons belonging to different connected compo-
nents. This is a possibility, since each person was asked to tell
only how many sexual partners he/she had and not to identify
them. Another possibility is to consider a different number of
males and females. In this case, the best fit, shown in Fig. 4b,
was obtained when initializing the system with d ��� of fe-
males. Note that different amounts of females and males is a
very tempting possibility to account for different exponents of
the tails of both genders belonging to a bipartite graph. This
difference in the exponents, present in the data of sexual sur-
veys, has generated much controversy and is often considered
due to a bias either of sampling or honest reporting (see Ref.
[1] and references therein). As one sees from Fig. 4a and 4b,
in all cases the simulated distributions fit well the empirical
data.

The simulated power-law tails in Fig. 4a have exponents
j2T 	 X2^ � and j	��	 VI^ � for males and females respectively,
which agree with the empirical data ( j TM	MX2^ 
�� Y ^ V and j� 	
V ^9��� YI^ V ) [2], inside measurement errors. The power-law
tails are also well fitted by distributions obtained with scale-
free networks (dashed lines) but with a minimum number of
connections (partners) of �T �9i 	�d for females and ��T �9i 	��
for males, contrary to the real value � T �9i 	 � also reproduced
with our agent model.

One important point that also supports our model is that
the average number f��Ig of partners increases as the network
grows, a natural feature observed in real sexual networks[2, 9]
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FIG. 4: Cumulative distribution of sexual partners in a network of
heterosexual contacts extracted from Ref. [2], where male (triangles)
and females (circles) distributions are plotted separately, with a total
of '�� �-� persons. For a similar situation, our simulations (solid lines)
fit the real data, when (a) plotting the distribution at different stages," � � %+� '.� for females and " � � % ���.� for males, or when (b)
plotting the distributions at the same stage " � � % '.� but starting
with a population composed by ,���� of females and 1 '�� of males.
Here � � �-�4J , � � � and N � �.% ' .
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FIG. 5: Comparing the average number of partners for scale-free
graphs (stars) and the agent model (circles). For the scale-free net-
work D�@���� � 1 and for agent model �$� ,!')�PH�,.'.� , � � � .

which is not observed on scale-free graphs (Fig. 5).
Our model also reproduces other empirical data of sexual

contacts. In Fig. 1f one sees the largest cluster ( � 	 X�d�Y )
[13] in the records of a contact tracing study for HIV tests
[19] in Colorado Springs (USA), where most of the registered
contacts were homosexual (monopartite network). Figure 6
shows the cumulative distribution of the number of sexual
partners for this network. Here both the agent model and
scale-free graphs can reproduce the distribution of the num-
ber of partners. However, the agent model with s 	 Y ^ � also
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FIG. 6: Cumulative degree distribution of a homosexual contact net-
work [13] with " � '!,)� (triangles), reproduced with a scale-free
network (dashed line) with D @ � � ��� and with our agent model
(solid line) with N � � and � � �&% �

. The inset shows the corre-
sponding cluster coefficient for the empirical data (triangles) and the
agent model (solid line). The scale-free network yields �CB�D�E � �
(not shown).

reproduces the clustering coefficient distribution that we mea-
sure from the empirical network. The clustering coefficient
[20] of one agent is defined as the total number of triangular
loops of connections passing through it divided by the total
number of connections. While for the scale-free graph which
better reproduces these empirical data, the clustering coeffi-
cient is zero (Fig. 1d), our agent model yields a distribution

which resembles the one observed in the real network (inset
of Fig. 6).

In conclusion, we presented in this letter a model for sexual
contact networks, based on a system of mobile agents whose
collision dynamics is ruled by a power * of the previous con-
tacts of each colliding agent. For suitable values of the ex-
ponent * and selectivity s , we reproduced empirical data of
networks of sexual contacts. For s 	 � we obtain a pure scale-
free topology. Our model predicts that the growth mechanism
of sexual networks is not purely scale-free, due to interactions
among internal agents. This implies an increase of the mean
number of partners with time, which agrees with empirical
observations and should influence the predictions from mod-
els of spreading of infections [18]. The agent model offers a
new approach to study the emergence of complex networks of
interactions in real systems, using only local information for
each agent. It would be interesting to study in detail how the
collision distribution depends on the dynamical rule for ve-
locity update. Another important question is to study the pos-
sibility to characterize specific processes in real contact sys-
tems with our model. For instance, it seems that by varying
the selectivity among agents and in time one should be able to
mimic monogamic processes in sexual networks. Moreover,
it is also important to know which features remain at station-
ary regimes, when new nodes are constantly being added and
other are being removed, mimicking birth and death of indi-
viduals. These and other questions will be addressed else-
where.
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